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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - September 2019
In association with START Art Fair, Art World Forum is proud to host its second annual London
event, “The Bigger Picture” on September 26th, at the Saatchi Gallery, Chelsea, London.
Collaborating for the second consecutive year at the sixth annual edition of the fair which supports
emerging artistic talents from around the world, Art World Forum will once again be credited as
the Official Talks Organiser.
Formatted as a dynamic agenda, full of presentations, interviews and panel discussions, the day
promises constructive discussions targeted at experienced collectors, professionals, art supporters
and industry newcomers keen on learning more about the arts and participating in an experience
at large.
The theme “The Bigger Picture” seeks to create an inclusive atmosphere where speakers will
address matters currently affecting the art market including “The Arts: Where Are The Women and
How Do We Achieve Diversity?” and “Investing in Art, Artists and Creative Businesses”. Join us as
we welcome notable speakers Sylvain Levy, Marine Tanguy, Lise Arlot, and Rory Blain among others
on a day which challenges debates, social responsibilities and experiential changes.

About Art World Forum
Art World Forum is an emerging global platform which aims to build valuable networks between art
professionals and business leaders.
Through its high quality, high value international conferences, Art World Forum provides unique
informational, marketing and networking opportunities to a vast number of art investors, collectors,
dealers, insurers, academics, practitioners and overall art enthusiasts. Our aim is to be established
in each of the world’s key art markets where transactions and investments are taking place.
Through our carefully curated sessions, delegates of our conferences will have the opportunity to
network with leading experts in the art-business industry from around the world, to learn about how
the art market interacts with business, financial, consumer and knowledge markets, and to develop
strategic alliances that may lead to business opportunities and social impact.
Art World Forum is also a web publisher providing up-to-date art market insight via original editorial
articles and intellectual contributions by reputable art professionals.
About START Art Fair
START Art Fair is a truly global affair. There are galleries from Bogota to Budapest via Columbia
and Cape Town, Jeddah, Lagos, Riga and Seoul which combine a high level of quality with some
genuine surprises...
START is an art fair that focuses on emerging artists and new art scenes that takes place at the
prestigious Saatchi Gallery, London. Galleries from all around the world have participated bringing
a snapshot of emerging art from around the world to London each year. In four years the fair has
quickly gained a strong critical reputation and is regarded by London’s collector set as the place to
discover emerging artists new to them.
Contact
To discuss sponsorship or partnership opportunities please contact:
Anni Oates: anni@artworldforum.com / +44 07380 660667
For general enquiries and to nominate speakers, please contact info@artworldforum.com
Upcoming Events
Art World Forum, London: Thursday 26th September 2019, Saatchi Gallery
Art World Forum, Hong Kong: In partnership with Bonhams, Tuesday 29th October 2019, Suite
2001, One Pacific Place, 88 Queensway, Admiralty, Hong Kong
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